Topic: Terminal Emulation Support
AccuSpeechMobile Voice Productivity Reaches Broader Market with
Seamless Voice-Integration with Georgia SoftWorks (GSW) Universal
Terminal Server (UTS) for Windows and GSW Mobile Clients
Georgia SoftWorks’ Universal Terminal Server for Windows is excellent for SCM applications inside or outside
the warehouse, manufacturing and retail environments where wireless data collection is performed by RF
terminals, RFID and barcode scanners and other mobile devices. With AccuSpeechMobile’s tight integration
with GSW Clients on the mobile device, any GSW customer application can be quickly voice-enabled
delivering further increases in mobile worker productivity. The combination of GSW and AccuSpeechMobile
mobile innovation makes voice productivity a practical and affordable productivity accelerator. The combined
solution delivers all voice capabilities and application integration on the mobile device, avoiding any need to
for any complex server-based integration.

AccuSpeechMobile Voice Interface for Leading Commercial Terminal Emulation Solutions Makes
Simplified and Affordable Voice Productivity Possible for Mobile Workforces Across Your Supply Chain
The innovative AccuSpeech®Mobile voice solution makes
AccuSpeechMoble now provides a mobile
voice productivity scalable, beyond the warehouse to any
cross-enterprise mobile workforce application. Just one
example of its ‘scalability’ is the mobile voice solution’s
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integration solely from your company’s ruggedized devices
and the wireless mobile terminal emulation solution
accessing the mainframe application. This device-based
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voice solution completely eliminates the IT server, as the
traditional costly and complex IT center of integration,
making voice productivity a practical and affordable option
for any supply chain application.
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